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White House to Ask SMS Carriers to Monitor Vaccine ‘Misinformation’ in Private Text
Messages
By Megan Redshaw, July 14, 2021
The Biden administration and allied groups, including the Democratic National Committee
(DNC), are “planning to engage fact-checkers more aggressively and work with SMS [Short
Message Service] carriers to dispel misinformation about vaccines sent over social media
and text messages,” according to a report today in Politico by White House correspondents
Natasha Korecki and Eugene Daniels.

Face Masks Contain Graphene, A Poisonous Substance
By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, July 14, 2021
The wearing of the face mask started in the immediate wake of the oﬃcial announcement of
the covid-19 lockdown on March 11, 2020. Worldwide, people have been instructed to wear
the mask for more than a year. And then one year later, we are told that in some cases it
may contain a poisonous substance. On April 2, 2021 Health Canada acknowledged the
presence of graphene nano particles inside the face mask allegedly to protect our health as
well as prevent the spread of the “deadly virus”.

Miami Mayor Says the US Should Consider Bombing Cuba
By Dave DeCamp, July 14, 2021
In the wake of anti-government demonstrations in Cuba, many US oﬃcials are calling for
Washington to intervene. The mayor of Miami has gone as far to suggest that the US should
consider bombing Cuba.
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Belt & Road: The China-Laos-Thailand Corridor
By Joseph Thomas, July 14, 2021
China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) reaches out in all directions, across Central Asia into
Europe, up into Russia, through the seas and oceans of Asia, out to Africa and of course,
deep into Southeast Asia.

“Fit for 55”: The EU Green Deal and the Industrial Collapse of Europe
By F. William Engdahl, July 14, 2021
On July 14, the EU Commission presents its “Fit for 55” green agenda. While the title sounds
more like an ad for a middle-ager health studio, it will be the most draconian and
destructive de-industrialization program ever imposed outside of war.

“The Fog of Uncertainty”: An Opportunity for the Citizen in Every War
By Dr. Rudolf Hänsel, July 14, 2021
Who still doubts that we have been at war for over a year? In the Third World War of a
super-rich and power-hungry “elite” against us citizens. But war, according to the notorious
Prussian Major General and military strategist Carl von Clausewitz, is “the realm of
uncertainty”.

The Right to be Let Alone: What to Do When COVID Strike Force Teams Come Knocking
By John W. Whitehead and Nisha Whitehead, July 14, 2021
A federal COVID-19 vaccination strike force may soon be knocking on your door, especially if
you live in a community with low vaccination rates. Will you let them in? More to the point,
are you required to open the door?

The Hidden Hand of the US Blockade Sparks Cuba Protests
By Medea Benjamin and Leonardo Flores, July 14, 2021
Protests erupted in various Cuban cities the weekend of July 11 over dire economic
conditions and a surge in Covid-19 cases. They are the biggest protests to hit Cuba in three
decades, and they may well continue in the coming weeks. They come on the heels of
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artists’ protests in Havana at the end of 2020, and have extended to many parts of the
island.

The mRNA COVID Vaccine Is Not a Vaccine
By Makia Freeman, July 14, 2021
It’s NOT a vaccine. The mRNA COVID vaccine now being militarily deployed in many nations
around the world, is NOT a vaccine. I repeat: it is not a vaccine. It is many things indeed, but
a vaccine is not one of them. We have to awaken to the fact that the COVID scamdemic has
rapidly accelerated the technocratic and transhumanistic aspects of the New World Order
(NWO) to the point where people are blindly lining up to get injected with a “treatment”
which is also a chemical device, an operating system, a synthetic pathogen and chemical
pathogen production device.

American Dauphin: Cognitive Dissonance in the White House Imperial Palace
By Luciana Bohne, July 14, 2021
The people and democracy have ever since been at best distant cousins in most of the
world’s liberal-styled democracies. Flash forward to 15 February 2003. Fifteen million people
march across the world protesting the impending Anglo-American attack against Iraq on the
pretext that its alleged WMDs threaten world peace. The Bush dynastic dauphin calls this
mass mobilization against his war a “focus group.”

Takeaways for Russia, India from Merkel’s US Visit
By M. K. Bhadrakumar, July 14, 2021
The alliance is no longer adequate to pin Germany “down” on the dissection table. The
multipolarity in world politics creates space for a powerhouse like the reuniﬁed Germany to
raise its head above the parapet of big-power politics. Germany has outgrown the NATO as a
rising world power.
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